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About This Game

Shortly after landing on an alien surface, you learn that hundreds of your men have been reduced to just a few. Now you must
fight your way through heavily fortified military installations, lower the city's defenses and shut down the enemy's war machine.

Only then will the fate of humanity be known.
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If you've played ExperaGameStudio's previous adventure, this game is about as long as one "act" of it.

It's small and short adventure with a few rooms and characters that takes place right before A Tale of Caos, it's VEEERY short,
but also very cheap, so it levels out.

If you met Cassandra in A Tale of Caos, you might want to know more about her, and if you don't mind a very short adventure
game, go for it!. Ratings War is a story about being a reporter in a near-future setting. It's competently executed and I've
recommended it to several people already. The cyberpunk theming is nice, but not deep, which I think is actually the fault of the
character POV rather than the author. It isn't sci-fi to the character! The author does seem to have given thought to the
implications of the technologies presented.

I can't give an unmixed recommendation, but I'm going to limit myself to one big complaint. My biggest complaint with the
game is with a certain character who is both 'the cavalry' at a critical point, and then talking about throwing the PC under the
bus a few pages later. Come on, that doesn't make sense. An \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 can save the day
without ceasing to be an \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. "I don't like you, but I'm not letting THAT happen to
you," is a thing people can be motivated by.

The protagonist herself (her by default; player can choose otherwise) is a peaceful but tenacious individual who is sympathetic
in every path I've played so far. I like that decisions are typically given sympathetic treatment whether they conform to the
preferences of people outside of journalism or not. People aren't villains in their own POV. (I wonder if accepting that bribe is
treated sympathetically, too...) In general, the game's writing is empathetic, and save for the character I complained about in the
second paragraph every character major or minor is given some footing for the decisions they make. That's pretty awesome.

Although it is not without its quirks, I recommend Ratings War as an experience.. To be brutally honest... the MotoGP game
series hasnt been the same since Milestone first took over and when they realesed MotoGP 13 I was seriously underwhelmed
and quite frankly disappointed at what they had created but Ill give them credit where credit is due, MotoGP 14 was a big
improvement and I found myself spending hour after hour doing lap after lap after lap and MotoGP 15 was no different and this
compact version is great if you just want a cheap and cheerful bike racing game. Of course there is the odd bug or two and sure
the actual riding mechanics make no sense at all, but hey, thats all part of the fun.. The music does a decent job of evoking the
feudal Japan vibe, even if a couple tracks feel a bit more modern just using the instruments. The BGS include crickets, water
trickling in a garden, and a slow temple chant. The sound effects are mostly sword and metal clangs, with the "clicks" adding a
bit more of the flavor.. I bought the original Space Tripper back in 2001 and it's still holds up well today. Astro Tripper updates
and extends it to take advantage of better graphics and higher resolution screens without losing the core look & feel and is well
worth the money. It's quick to get into and is one of those games that when you get killed, you say "that was my fault, I'll do
better next time!".

If you like classics such as "Uridium" and "Defender" this is probably right up your street and I fully recommend it.

There's also a free demo so that you can try it before committing. This is always a good sign from a developer and I wish more
would do it.
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Now. It may be better than Assassians Creed: Unity, but there is no umbrella. Your game is invalid.
 "Your all banned" -JonBams 2014

The rest of the page is burned.. DO IT, it's worth it.. After several CTD string errors, how my screen isn't centered when playing
around with resolution and how the controls with the mouse give up randomly, I'd say this game isn't ready to be played without
frustration. Concept is interesting but overall lack of integrity to gameplay breaks any hope you may have for it right now. There
is plenty else to be said but these are the really serious ones that this game needs fixing.. This game is terrible. I don\u2019t even
know where to begin. I\u2019m not going to hate the graphics as they help set the more laid back and casual tone of the game
but I will call out the horrible animations. Look at a game like Strider, which is what it feels like this game wants to be to an
extent, when you push the attack button there\u2019s this really cool sound and the enemies get a little bit of hit sun and
there\u2019s a little light that pops on them to signal you hit them. It\u2019s satisfying. In this game the character kinda
sloppily waves his sword around and the enemy just kind of dies after a while. Oh and ninja stars and AK47 bullets have the
same graphic! And I feel there\u2019s a lot of questionable design decisions like that in this game.
Like why can I only double jump at certain times? Why is it I can only jump slightly upwards or be committed to a record
attempt at the horizontal long jump? Why can I push up wanting to go upwards on a wall and get hurled across the screen.
Here\u2019s a good one, why is it I can be walking along the ground just fine but I go beyond one girder and all of a sudden the
floor instakills me? For real that\u2019s a design choice in the game. There\u2019s no indication either that floor past a piece
of scenery, that looks exactly like the floor before and after it, will instantly kill you. These are very bad examples of game
design. The game does very little to teach you anything. The most it does is give you like a ghost you to run ahead and show you
how you\u2019re supposed to make various jumps. As mentioned earlier though, the game is very finicky about double jumps
wall jumps. Thank god it gives you like 10 hearts that take 4 hits a heart. You\u2019d never survive more than the first half of
the level that way. See you\u2019ll first try to kill enemies, realize how boring that is, then you\u2019ll try to jump over them to
skip them. When you do that you\u2019ll discover all you\u2019re going to do is bounce on their heads like a non-performing
Mario. Huh, there\u2019s actually nothing I can think to say positive about the game other than the music is very fitting.
Folks I couldn\u2019t play this game more than 20 minutes. When I say this game is bad believe me this game is bad.
Don\u2019t give your money up for this schlock. Spend the extra 10$ and get Strider.
. I got bored of this really quick, and to be honest it wasn't even fun with a friend. What annoys me the most is that fact that
when i got it and downloaded it it worked, but now it just dosen't and i can't figure out why. Honestly if this game is on sale you
might want to bother otherwise don't, just don't. Do yourself a favor and don't waste the money.. They're Masterworks all. you
can't go worng.. Every bit as awesome as you remember.. not worth the time or the money! i am very disapointed and so happy
they came out with a remastered cod. ONLY spend the $100 for the new remastered cod, other then that you are in for a
disapointment trust. :(
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